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SDGs 

We are taking part in SDGs, also known as the Global Goals. 

This bag collection is SDGs series made from the available materials 

in our factory of which we have made the best use increasing the usability. 

Products at reasonable price make sense of values as good deals. 

There might be the changes in materials depending on the production lot. 

We will appreciate your kind understanding and cooperation. 

All made right here in Japan 

   ENVIRONMENT SUSTAINABLE SOCIETY 
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Prairie

Royal x Red 

Black x Foliage Midnight x Black 

Coyote x Arid Foliage x Royal 

side zipper

Prairie is a streamlined pack constructed       
from the classic shape of Wilderness Experience 
Kletter Sack that delivers major functionality.   
Featuring a simple top loading with a rope  
closure, built-in pocket for A4 laptop. 
A side zipper provides quick access to main 
compartment. 
Its simple and durable design carries everything  
you need. 
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Trekker

Black

Midnight Ranger Woodland

With ample storage and multi compartment 
A must-carry on any occasions 

This bag is designed for an urban outing or 
on a trail with high water resistance, large 
zipper pockets at both sides and interior    
multi pockets using sturdy vynilon canvas  
for underlay. 
Perfect for carrying your daily commute. 

  

Super functional 
Easily holding 
magazines & 

essentials 
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Point Pack

Black Midnight Ranger

Woodland

Perfect for day-to-day use or just toting 
Carried over the shoulder as a backpack 

3way type tote pack features a top loading 
design with a rope closure, front zipper 
pocket, side drink holder and interior multi 
pockets using sturdy vynilon canvas for 
underlay. 
Great pack for making you well organized. 

 
Large opening loading 

for easy access 



Thank God It's Friday
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T G I F

Black x Reflect Midnight

Coyote

RoyalForest

With an adjustable rope, the sailor style 
bag is designed as a knapsack as well 
featuring built-in pocket for A4 laptop 
making it a lovely piece to carry. 

Adjust rope length as you like  Knapsack Sailor Bag 
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TW Knap

Black Ranger

Woodland

Midnight

This TW knap is featured and designed as 
a drawstring bag as well by removing the 

hooks at both sides and fold into main 
body. The colorful rope as compression  
can help for preventing inside moves.  

Furthermore, by tying the rope end the 
drawstring bag becomes a loop.  

Flexible carrying ! 
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Mega Tote

Mega Body

Black Coyote

Vynilon x Vynilon

Nylon Reflect x Vynilon Cordura Nylon x Vynilon

Ranger

 gigantic light-weight tote bag is made   
of softer fabric that differed from canvas 
featuring interior subdivided pockets.  
Great enough for hauling groceries whiling 
shopping in supermarket and gears for 
outdoors. 

Large and Light, Convenient for any occasions 

With 10L storage space, this utility crossbody 
bag is a perfect organizer designed with 
water-repellent zipper pocket at the back to 
keep your valuables right at hand.  

Super comfortable      
offering hands-free carrying

 
 

With a water-repellent 
zip pocket 

Black
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Courier

Courier Cylinder

Black

Forest

This bag is equipped with front zipper 
pocket,side drink holder and big inner pocket 
making it fast to access your gear.  

Easy access & convenient 
Sacosh type in 2 models  

Ranger

Red

It is designed with draw cord closure and 
side release buckles to keep essentials in 
order and can firmly hold umbrella, water 
bottle. 
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Tellride

Midnight

BlackRoyal

Red

OK 
Convenient  
pocket for  

 water bottle 

Roomy storage
easily for holding

umbrella 

Featuring functional flap for storage, 
it is spoiled for choice! 

Tellride is small but multifunctional with  
water-repellent zipper flap on the front 
expanded to ensure you'll stay organized 
on the go and with a big water-repellent 
zipper pocket on main body. 
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Sway

Cricket Pack 

Royal x Red

From town to outdoors, colorful neck pouch 
would be your perfect companion. 

  
 safety buckle 

Coral

Royal

Black Alpine White Arid

Red x Coral

Forest x Royal

 featuring a roomy main 
compartment and easy access pockets. 

holds enough goodies for a full day of fun. 
Check out our Cricket Pack 
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Mesh Stuffsack Envelop 

Mesh Stuffsack Cylinder

Black Silver x Coyote Multicam x WoodlandMulticam 

F. Orange x Reflect

F. Yellow

Light-weight , carry over shoulder, 
Fold it up into your gear bag,  

get ready, Go!   



Leather Folding Tray
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Sandwich Case

Black

Coyote

Woodland

The is a rectangular  military color SW case. 
It widely opens and closes with magic tape 
simply designed with a mesh pocket.   
It feels supple and light. 

    

The leather tray can be folded by the dot 
buttons. Offering convenient and a stylish 
decor to keep organized. 

Ranger

A perfect choice for daily essentials 


